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Romance Writing Lab 

You Can Do This! 

Simple, Simple, Simple 
Whether you’re a diehard plotter at heart, or an inveterate 
pantser…  

Whether you have to ‘find’ the characters first, or you work 
straight off a concept that inspires you… 

This simple, turning points-focused worksheet can help you 
find & structure your story so you can write better romance 
faster. 

These percentages are guidelines, not rules. They’re guideposts 
for when readers will want a shift of energy, a big satisfying 
‘story hit.’ 

Note: I sometimes refer to the romantic leads as h/h or hero/heroine. This is 
for clarity & space only, to differentiate one romantic lead from another. It 
means hero/heroine, hero/hero, heroine/heroine, they/ them, two or more 
…whoever your romance peeps are, this means them! 

Turning Points 

10% 

25% 

50% 

75% 

Catalyst/Inciting 
Incident: Romance 

story ‘launches.’ (If it 
hasn’t already) 

1st Turning Point: Big 
‘push’ into romance; 
hero/heroine choose 

the other 

Midpoint: At least one 
protagonist moves 
from reaction to 
action; Reversal  

Dark Night of the 
Soul; Romance is lost 
unless able to change 

 

Worksheet: 

Just The Turning Points 
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Romance Launch (10%) 

  

 

world reason ($$, home, career) 
& emotional, internal one (why 
does it matter so much?)  

Inner	stakes	are	what	the	thing	
MEANS—what	it	will	
say/change/prove	about	them	if	
they	succeed…or	fail.		

Pro	Tip:	This	usually	=	theme. 

Fun Twist: 
For sequels w/ same h/h, 10% 
can intro what will rip them 
apart. Restatement/ reveal of 
their still-different worldviews 
or values. Shows heart of the 
conflict they face, leftover 
‘work’ from earlier stories. 
 
Keys: 

• Romantic goal is to 
force h/h together AND 
show why they’re wrong 
for each other. 

• Fueled by external event  

• Set up opposites: 
emotion, personality, 
attitudes, etc 

Also works if one or both h/h 
WANT to be together.  Then the 
romance has everything they 
need...for now.  Or everything 
they need…except one thing the 
external world offers. Or 
everything they need…except it 
will require them to do one thing 
they can’t do b/c XYZ. 

Opposites fuel conflict, which = 
drama. Set personalities/ 
goals/fears in opposition. 

Doesn’t have to be opposing 
goals; can be pursuing same thing 
for different reasons. 

The h/h reasons for taking action 
are the STAKES. i.e.: 

1) Who will be affected 
(including h/h ) if they 
don’t succeed? 

2) How? 

3) How deeply?  

Stakes are the reason h/h goes 
through the trouble of taking 
action. Give them a reason-a real 

‘Inciting incident.’ Launches 
romance & reveals the conflict. 

In romance, an occurrence/ 
opportunity/ calamity that 
forces rom. leads together. 

This is an EXTERNAL 
EVENT h/h must respond to, 
however reluctantly, because it 
changes h/h world 
fundamentally. It upsets the 
balance h/h had in their life, 
even if it’s a desirable thing. It 
forces h/h to take action. This 
becomes their GOAL. 

Hero(ine) can perceive the 
change as (-) or (+) (“Yay, I got 
a new job!”) but its secret sauce 
is it forces the leads together. Puts 
rom. leads squarely in each 
other’s world…and we see 
they’re utterly wrong for each 
other. It’ll never work. They 
don’t get along/agree/etc. 

But more secret sauce!  We 
also see how are so right. Each 
other’s ‘missing piece.’   

What happens at/by 10% in YOUR story? 
  Or…what COULD happen?  Ask: what happens in the external world that FORCES H/H TOGETHER.  Ask: What is each 

h/h pursuing so much that they’re willing to be forced together? Ask: Why is it hard for them to be together? How are they 
different? 
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Romance Push-1st Turning Point (25%) 

  

 

This is a definite, strong 
‘push’ for the romance. The 
leads are now not FORCED 
to work together; they 
CHOOSE it in some way.  

Whatever your romantic 
leads say aloud, they take a 
definite action TOWARD the 
other. Deeper into romance. 

This action reveals their 
connection to other person, 
their desire even if they’re 
outwardly denying it.  

They may give other reasons 
why they ‘had’ to do the 25% 
thing, but readers know why: 
they did it for the romance. 

Secret sauce is this choice 
pushes the protags into a 
‘new world. The romance 
introduces &/or requires new 
thoughts/emotions/actions. 

AND…all skills/emotions/ 
beliefs that worked previously 
in their life no longer do, or 
have different results. 

i.e. The analytical thinker’s 
analysis doesn’t solve these 
‘new world’ problems. The 
commanding leader can’t 
command (effectively). 

After 25%, they experience  
increasingly galvanizing 
emotions & situations that 
trigger new emotions, 
challenge core beliefs, & 
require new actions.   

This is what causes them to 
reevaluate & change. 

Next portion of story is where 
you deliver what you 
‘promised’ in premise/book 
copy—comedic hijinx, thriller 

stakes, etc.  

25% is when they step 
through portal & enter ‘new 
world’ where all bets are off. 

Keys: 
• Rom. lead takes action 

that subtextually 
‘declares” their 
connection to other 

• Demonstrates inner 
change, however small 

• Pushes leads into ‘new 
world’ of the romance 

• Old skills/beliefs will 
no longer work well—
often it’s that other 
lead doesn’t respond 
as others do 

• Fuels change/ 
complications in 
external plot/situation 

Or what CAN happen?  What specific steps can your romantic leads take that will voluntarily put them in each other’s world 
more deeply--even if they’re denying it’s subtext. What external world events can you mine a little deeper, to give romantic 

leads a chance to do ONE CONCETE ACTION that puts them in the other person’s camp? 
If you DO such a moment, ask: Is it in opposition to what you showed him or her wanting at the start? i.e. Do they have to 

change here, even just a little (an opinion, an attitude), to make a pro-romance choice? 

What happens at 25% in YOUR story? 
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Midpoint (50%) 
  

 

Big moment that changes story 
trajectory. Fueled by eternal 
world. Ex: new development 
/info; new awareness &/or 
emotions; increase of stakes. 

H/h gets new understanding of 
the conflict, the antagonistic 
force, &/or their own goals. 

As a result, h/h moves from 
REACTION to ACTION. Is 
proactive for first time. 

Note: This is a concrete action. 
A behavior, not just inner 
thoughts, and they do it 
PUBLICLY. 

Why publicly?  Because they 
can’t take it back. 

‘Public’ means the other h/h, 
but can be ‘public’ to 2ndary 
characters or external world 
who also ‘notice’ the change. 
The larger your story, the more 
‘plotty’ it is, the more you need 
this.  Will create plot points to 
come.  Funtimes of previous 

story end. Antagonistic forces 
rise after this. 

Midpoint is often a reversal: 
protagonist(s) gets new goal that 
runs counter to one they started 
with b/c of new insight/ 
emotions. Can also re-commit. 

For reluctant protagonists, this 
is where they dive in fully. 

Midpoint may also be renewed 
commitment to romance or 
external goal, but it must 
complicate one or both of those.  

i.e. If (re)new external goal, the 
romance is threatened. If 
romance is primary, external 
goal threatened). Note: Protag 
might not realize the threat yet. 

At its heart, this moment 
changes how h/h views external 
goal & other lead. Romance 
now acknowledged as 
important.   

Also change how protagonist 
sees themselves. They (think) 

they’re different now. 

But despite this, protag still 
using ‘old ways’ to fix the 
problem. Has not yet 
changed/learned what needs 
to learn, so will fail. 

Antagonist forces intensify 
after this as a result of protag 
midppint choice. Crisis coming 

Midpoint sometimes an “I 
can have my cake & eat it 
too” moment. H/h decides 
can pursue new goal & old 
one/external goal & romance 

Keys: 

• Fueled by external 
world AND increase 
upcoming external 
obstacles 

• (Re)commit to goal, 
but using old strategies 

•  Complicates things. If 
(-) effect on external 
plot, (+) on romance 
& vice versa. 

What happens at 50% in YOUR story? 
Everything escalates & intensifies at midpoint. What stakes increase—i.e. what is MORE at risk than it was before?   

What ‘reverses’ your h/h course of action here? What happens that causes h/h to change goal or recommit at stronger level?  
Is (+) or (-) for  their original goal? Do they get closer or further from original goal? Is it (+) or (-) for romance plot?  Try to have 
them opposed.  i.e. If it’s good for the external goal, they risk the romance (and vice versa). Note: Risks/consequences of choice 

are NOT FULLY REVEALED at this point  H/h are launched on a trajectory that will have consequences they can’t yet see 
How does it intensify the external world they’ll now face (how does it increase or add new, more difficult obstacles)?    
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All Is Lost moment. 

• For the romance; 
• For romantic leads’ 

personal arc;  
• For external goal 

Rom. lead loses everything 
OR gains external, but will 
lose romance if don’t see truth 
& change. Everything they 
thought they wanted, 
everything they discovered 
they needed (aka: the 
romance), is lost/ruined. 

External stakes to a head—the 
people who will be affected 
ARE affected (or about to be). 

Dark Night is often a ‘careful 
what you wish for” moment. 

Internal stakes/arc come to a 
head. ‘Theme’ statement from 
opening comes into play. i.e. 
Worst fear realized. 

Plot (+): h/h is about to get 

everything wanted in 
opening—or more! Goal met 
or exceeded…but at cost of 
romance/true self. 

Plot (-): About to lose 
everything they wanted in 
external world. 

Always romance (-): Will lose 
the other because haven’t yet 
learned what need to learn or 
changed what needs to be 
changed in own self. 

This is the ultimate failure 
you set up in first 10%. They 
not only failed, they 
REALLY failed. It’s worse 
than they thought…because 
they’re about to lose other person. 

This is where protagonist 
realizes all the things they did 
up to now weren’t enough.   

Realize the true change that’s 
required. After this, in Act 

III, they do Thing That Must 
Be Done, act never could/ 
would have done at start. 

Pro Tip:  AiL Moment can 
be triggered by one of the rom 
leads. i.e. One arcs before 
other 

Pro Tip:  One lead usually 
has bigger arc, so their AiL 
moment comes last. 

Keys: 

• Is ‘worst thing’ that 
could have happened  

• Realize ‘missing key’ 
that allows them 
change, and do Thing 
That Must Be Done 

• Motivation for the Act 
III action is love/the 
romance/welfare of 
the other lead(s). 

Dark Night of the Soul (75%) 
  

What does each h/h have to face here?  What inner lesson do they need acknowledge, or what risk do they have to take to 
save the romance?  What to do they have to do now, that they never would/could have done at opening? 

 

What happens at 75% in YOUR story? 
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You did it! 
That’s your story. 

Your plot. Your character arc. Your romance. 

It interweaves the external plot with each character’s arc and makes the 

romance the fille rouge, the red line running through the skein of your 
story. This is what readers will be tracking. 

LET’S RECAP: 

 

TITLE OF STORY opens with romantic lead #1 wanting 
_____________ and other lead wanting _______________. 

 

They are forced together because________________ 

 

They don’t like/trust/etc each other because they’re so different. Rom 

Lead #1 wants/believes ____________ and Rom Lead #2 
wants/believes _______________. 

 

As they’re forced together, they discover ________________ (what they 

respect/admire about other lead) & begin to ____________ (what 
they’re starting to rethink about their old approach/worldview/beliefs; 

it’s the beginning of inner change, but it won’t be enough.) 

 

When ____________________ happens (Midpoint), s/he 
___________________ (new goal or renewed commitment). 

 

This causes _________________ (increased antagonistic forces) which 

______________ (how it threatens romance/romantic connection). 

 

When ________________ happens (All Is Lost moment), Rom Lead #1 
has to admit/realize/face/learn  _______________ (true lesson they 

need to learn) and _______________ (take some action/deed that taps 
into his/her deepest fear/worst case scenario), or risk losing the other 

h/h forever! 

Now, go it for your other lead(s) too! 

And have fun in there! 


